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2with a kernel of the form k(t;  ) = P (t   )the process is called deconvolution because the integrals are convolutions of thekernel with the operand.Examples of such problems can be found in geophysics, applied optics, com-munication theory, and applied electromagnetics (see [16] for further references),as well as thermodynamics [7] and underwater acoustics [8, 11, 12]. In linearacoustics the problem is usually that of determining the source time series basedon a known medium impulse response and a noisy receiver time series.The problem treated in this paper is the deconvolution of a signal satisfyingthe Volterra equationr(t) = Z t0 P (t   )s( ) d + n(t); 0  t  T: (1)Here r(t) is the receiver amplitude at time t, P (t  ) is the response of the receiverat time t to a unit source pulse at time  , and s( ) is the amplitude of the sourceat time  . The function n(t) represents noise, which for simplicity we assume tobe white. We also assume that the origin has been adjusted to take into accountthe propagation time for the signal to arrive at the receiver.In some cases the discretization of equation (1) produces relatively well-con-ditioned linear systems of equations [1]. If T is greater than the impulse-responsedissipation time and all of the source response is collected, one benets greatlyfrom considering the problem in the frequency domain, where the propagator'smatrix representation is diagonal. Apart from the computational simplicity, animportant benet of such an approach is that any ill-conditioning of the operatoris manifested by small diagonal entries in the matrix.Whenever P is relatively smooth or P (0) is very small compared to the rootmean square of P , as is the case in most time series deconvolution problems [13],the resulting system will generally be quite ill-conditioned. However, the causesof ill-conditioning are dierent for the two cases.1. If the kernel is smooth it will map highly oscillatory functions into smallfunctions as the positive and negative parts of the oscillations cancel oneanother. To look at it conversely, there are \bad" functions that get mappedby the inverse operator into large oscillatory functions. If the output func-tion were free of noise and our inversion techniques free of numerical errors,this would not be a problem. But both noise and rounding errors introduce
Tikhonov{Phillips Regularization 3components along the bad functions, which in the subsequent inversion growand swamp the input signal.2. Because the signal follows multiple paths it does not arrive at the receiverall at once but builds up gradually. This implies that P (t) is small whent = 0 and increases slowly. In particular, the operator eectively annihilatessignals that are zero except at the end of the sampling window. The discreteanalogue is a triangular matrix with small elements on and near its principaldiagonal.There are a number of techniques that stabilize the source deconvolution pro-cess for a single receiver. A good survey of those techniques is given by Hankeand Hansen [10]. Two popular methods are based on techniques of projection andregularization. A bidiagonalization-regularization technique [13] is a combinationof the two. The singular value decomposition can be used to implement a projec-tion technique that is very reliable [2]. But it is an O(n3) process in the numberof matrix elements and is too slow for some applications with large n. There areiterative methods to regularize problems, many of which show promise [10].Statistical techniques of deconvolution have been applied by geophysicists andmarine seismologists for quite some time [18, 6]. A statistical technique of multi-channel deconvolution was recently introduced into underwater acoustics [5, 11].Berenstein and Patrick [4] showed that the ill-posed deconvolution problem canbe transformed into a well-posed one by introduction of multi-sensor processing.These statistical deconvolutions are performed in the frequency domain. Priorto the deconvolution the Green's functions for the sensors are computed using thewave equation. However, for a multipath environment the computation time canbecome a serious concern if the task calls for numerous propagations and decon-volutions, as, for example, in environmental inversions with unknown sources. Inthis case time domain computations with shorter time windows that take advan-tage of the Toeplitz structure of the operator become an attractive alternative.For our problem the environment is a stratied shallow water column overlyinga simple bottom. Propagations are very short range ( > 300m ). The wavemodel of choice is the Fast Field Program [15], which takes advantage of themedium stratication. The computational cost of running the model is roughlyproportional to the square of the propagation time. Figure 1 shows how theparticular choice of the source and receiver time windows for the deconvolutionresults in a lower triangular Toeplitz system of equations. The system is ill-conditioned, and it will be treated by the Tikhonov{Phillips regularization method
4[14, 17]. A natural advantage of Tikhonov{Phillips regularization is that, unlikemultichannel deconvolution methods, it can be applied in situations where onlyone sensor is available. Although conventional implementations of this methodrequire O(n3) work, we will use an algorithm of Elden [9] that takes advantage ofthe triangular Toeplitz structure of P to reduce the time to O(n2), a time muchshorter than the times for broad-band wave-mechanical computations.In the next section we will introduce the discretization and describe Tikhonov{Phillips regularization. In x3 we will sketch Elden's algorithm. Some numericalexamples will be presented in the subsequent section followed by conclusions andsuggestions for future work.2 Tikhonov{Phillips Regularization of the Discrete ProblemTo discretize (1), divide the interval [0; T ] by equally spaced points ti (i = 0; : : : ; n)and assume that the signal has been sampled by the receiver at the times ti to givevalues ri. Let si be the corresponding source values. If for t = ti we approximatethe integrand in (1) by the step function whose values in [tj; tj+1) are P (ti  tj)sj,and introduce the time discretization step h = T=n, we obtain the system ofequations ri = h nXj=0P (ti   tj)sj; j = 0; 1; : : : n:In terms of matrices and vectors, if we let P be the matrix whose (i; j) element ispi j = hP (ti   tj) if i  j,0 if i < j,and set r = 0BBBB@r0r1...rn1CCCCA and s = 0BBBB@s0s1...sn1CCCCA ;then Ps = r: (2)
Tikhonov{Phillips Regularization 5The matrix P is a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix whose elements are constantalong its diagonals. It is illustrated below for the case n = 4:P = 0BBBBBB@p0 0 0 0 0p1 p0 0 0 0p2 p1 p0 0 0p3 p2 p1 p0 0p4 p3 p2 p1 p01CCCCCCA :As we have noted, the matrix P will be ill-conditioned, and the attempt tosolve (2) by conventional techniques will give meaningless results. The idea behindTikhonov{Phillips regularization is to restrict the solution s so that a prescribedlinear constraint function Cs is bounded. Since the constraint may make it im-possible to solve (2) exactly, we solve it in a least squares sense. Thus we solvethe problem minimize kr   Psk;subject to kCsk  ; (3)where k  k is the usual Euclidean norm and  is a parameter whose size controlsthe amount of regularization. From the theory of Lagrange multipliers, we ndthat for each  there is a  such that the solution of the problemminimize  r0!   PsCs! (4)is also the solution of (3). This form of the method is better suited to numericalcomputation, since (4) is a linear least squares problem.The operator C is usually chosen to constrain the size of the function or itsderivatives. For example, if we take C = I, the the constraint in (3) becomesksk  | a constraint on the size of the solution. IfC = 0BBBBBB@ 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 00  1 1 0 00 0  1 1 00 0 0  1 11CCCCCCA or C = 0BBBBBB@ 1 0 0 0 02  1 0 0 0 1 2  1 0 00  1 2  1 00 0  1 2  11CCCCCCAthen the constraint is eectively on the rst or second derivative, since the rows ofC (excepting the initial rows) consist of the coecients of rst or second dierencequotients.
63 Elden's AlgorithmFor any value of  the least squares problem (4) can be solved by standard tech-niques. Unfortunately, these techniques take O(n3) time. However, if the con-straint matrix C is itself Toeplitz and lower triangular, as it is in the three ex-amples above, we can use an elegant algorithm of Elden that takes only O(n2)time. Elden's description of his algorithm is directed toward numerical analystsand assumes a great deal of background. It is therefore appropriate to give a newpresentation of the algorithm. For brevity in the following exposition, we willsuppose that the Lagrange multiplier  has been absorbed into the matrix C.The derivation consists of three distinct parts: the solution of least squaresproblems by orthogonal triangularization, plane rotations, and the algorithm it-self. We will treat each in turn.To solve least squares problems by orthogonal triangularization we assume wehave at hand an orthogonal matrix Q such thatQT  PC! =  L0 ! ; (5)where L is lower triangular. Since the Euclidean norm is invariant under orthog-onal transformations, we have that the residual sum of squares (RSS) satisesRSS   r0!   PsCs!2 = QT  r0! QT  PsCs!2 :Hence if we partition QT  r0! =  ug! ; (6)we have RSS =  u  Lsg !2 = ku  Lsk2 + kgk2:The second term on the right-hand side of this expression is independent of s.Consequently RSS will be minimized when s is chosen to minimize the rst term.Since this term is nonnegative, it will be minimized when u Ls = 0. Or Ls = u.This is a triangular system that can be solved by forward substitution in O(n2)operations.At this point the remaining problem is to determine Q and L. The computa-tional tool for this is the plane rotations. A plane rotation is determined by two
Tikhonov{Phillips Regularization 7numbers c and s satisfying c2 + s2 = 1. It acts in the (i; j)-plane if, when it isapplied to a matrix A, it changes the ith and jth rows as follows: aTiaTj !  c s s c! aTiaTj ! : (7)This transformation of A is orthogonal, since the 22 matrix that transforms thetwo rows of A is orthogonal.The value of plane rotations is that they can be used to introduce zeros selec-tively into a matrix. If, for example, in (7) we setc = aikqa2ik + a2jk and s = ajkqa2ik + a2jkthen it is easily veried that c s s c! aikajk! =  qa2ik + a2jk0 ! :Thus for this particular choice of c and s, the transformation (7) puts a zero inthe (j; k)-element of A.We are now in a position to describe Elden's reduction. It is suciently wellillustrated for the case n = 3.Since the transformations that are applied to P and C in (5) must be appliedto the vector r and its companion zero in (6), it will be convenient to arrangethem all in the same matrix:0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@p0 0 0 0 r0p1 p0 0 0 r1p2 p1 p0 0 r2p3 p2 p1 p0 r3c0 0 0 0 g0c1 c0 0 0 g1c2 c1 c0 0 g2c3 c2 c1 c0 g31CCCCCCCCCCCCCA :Here the gi are initially zero. We now apply a rotation in the (4; 8)-plane to
8annihilate c0. The result is a matrix of the form0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@p0 0 0 0 r0p1 p0 0 0 r1p2 p1 p0 0 r2p03 p02 p01 p00 r03c0 0 0 0 g0c1 c0 0 0 g1c2 c1 c0 0 g2c03 c02 c01 0 g031CCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;in which the primes indicate altered values. The application of this plane rotationtakes only O(n) operations.The key to the algorithm is based on the observation that if we apply the samerotations in the (3; 7)-, (2; 6)-, and (1; 5)-planes, we get the matrix0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@p00 0 0 0 r00p01 p00 0 0 r01p02 p01 p00 0 r02p03 p02 p01 p00 r030 0 0 0 g00c01 0 0 0 g01c02 c01 0 0 g02c03 c02 c01 0 g031CCCCCCCCCCCCCA :Note that we need no additional computations to generate these new entries:Due to the Topelitz structure of our matrix the (4; 8)-plane rotation has alreadygenerated all the necessary numbers. Thus, the whole process up to this pointrequires only O(n) operations.We now generate a rotation in the (3; 8)-plane to annihilate c01. This gives thematrix 0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@p00 0 0 0 r00p01 p00 0 0 r01p002 p001 p000 0 r002p03 p02 p01 p00 r030 0 0 0 g00c01 0 0 0 g01c02 c01 0 0 g02c003 c002 0 0 g0031CCCCCCCCCCCCCA :
Tikhonov{Phillips Regularization 9If this rotation is applied in the (2; 7)- and (1; 6)-planes, the result is0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@p000 0 0 0 r000p001 p000 0 0 r001p002 p001 p000 0 r002p03 p02 p01 p00 r030 0 0 0 g000 0 0 0 g001c02 0 0 0 g002c003 c002 0 0 g0031CCCCCCCCCCCCCA :Once again the time consumed is O(n).Continuing in this manner we get0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@p0000 0 0 0 r0000p0001 p0000 0 0 r0001p002 p001 p000 0 r002p03 p02 p01 p00 r030 0 0 0 g000 0 0 0 g0010 0 0 0 g0002c003 0 0 0 g0003 1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;and nally 0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@p00000 0 0 0 r00000p0001 p0000 0 0 r0001p002 p001 p000 0 r002p03 p02 p01 p00 r030 0 0 0 g000 0 0 0 g0010 0 0 0 g00020 0 0 0 g00003 1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA  0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@`00 0 0 u0`10 `11 0 0 u1`20 `21 `22 0 u2`30 `31 `32 `33 u30 0 0 0 g00 0 0 0 g10 0 0 0 g20 0 0 0 g31CCCCCCCCCCCCCA ;which completes the reduction. Since each stage requires at most O(n) work andthere are n stages, the algorithm as a whole requires O(n2) work.The input to the algorithm are the vectors p, r, and c. The output is the matrixL and the vector u. The former is not Toeplitz and must be stored explicitly,making the storage requirement for the algorithm O(n2).
104 ResultsIn what follows we discuss a number of problems concerning short range acous-tic propagation in shallow water. The stratied environment consists of a rigidbottom and two propagation media, namely a 100-meter column of water withslowly varying sound speed prole and a 20-meter sub-bottom with a constantsound speed prole. The interfaces have zero roughness. All the receiver andsource series were generated using the Fast Field Program [15]. The rst deriva-tive constraint for the Tikhonov{Philips regularization of the problems was usedthroughout.It is important to recall at this point that, in accordance with the discussion inthe Introduction section, the ill-conditionness of the propagation operator is notsimply a consequense of a chosen sampling rate, but is rather an inherent problemin underwater acoustics. As far as the success of the deconvolution technique isconcerned, what is important is that our time domain sampling rate be such thatthe variation of the source function on that scale be relatively slow. For a personused to working in the frequency domain, the latter statement can be translatedinto a requirement that the frequency content of the source in the vicinity of theNyquist frequency be small compared to the rest of the spectrum. In other words,a good performance of the deconvolution method is expected only if the sourcefunction is oversampled in time. In what follows, by "high frequencies" we willmean those frequencies that are in "relatively close" proximity to the Nyquistfrequency.As was mentioned earlier, the Fast Field Program takes advantage of the hor-izontal stratication and performs direct time-domain broad band computations.The time domain discretization is accomplished using the nite element method[3]. Consider a situation with a source placed at a depth of 15 meters and a receiverat a range of 100 meters from the source and a depth of 25 meters. The envi-ronment is as described earlier. Figure 2a is the time domain plot of the impulseresponse generated by the Fast Field Program and Figure 2b is the modulus ofits Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). It is this response that represents the dis-cretized version of the kernel function and is the sole carrier of the ill-conditionnessof the corresponding matrix operator.It seems natural to start our numerical examples with a case where the actualsource is a pulse. Figures 3 and 3b represent a broadband source (the object ofthe deconvolution process) and the modulus of its DFT. For the sake of simplicitywe refer to this source as G-source. From the relatively at shape of the Fourier
Tikhonov{Phillips Regularization 11transform one can see that in the time domain the source is close to the Kroneckerdelta, whose spectrum is constant. This spiked source function is a challenge asfar as its deconvolution using Tikhonov{Philips regularization is concerned. Thisis due to the fact that the regularization imposes a smoothness constraint, whichcould be at odds with the shape of a function like G-source.A windowed response to G-source and the modulus of its DFT are displayedon gures 4a and 4b. Because the source function is extremely narrow in the timedomain its responses in the time and frequency domains are quite similar in shapeto those of the impulse response of Figs. 2a and b.We use the normwise relative errorkx  ykkxkas a measure of the dissimilarity in the vectors x and y. It should be stressed,that this measure is pessimistic, especially in cases where the source is zero exceptover a small interval. Generally the reconstructed signal tracks the features ofthe original better than might be expected from the relative error. However, themeasure serves to dene the interval in which the regulaization parameter is givingreasonable results. Perhaps a norm dened using an ad hoc inner product matrixthat emphasizes the larger absolute values of the deconvolved functions wouldserve a more useful relative error description.Figure 5 is a plot of the common logarithm of relative error as a function of=h pertaining to the source deconvolution process. STSactl and STSrcvrd re-fer to the actual and deconvolved source time series respectively. One can seethat although the range of values for =h yielding relative errors below 0:36(i.e., Log10(relative error)   0:5) is quite wide, the values never fall below 0:16(Log10(relative error)   0:8).The high relative error is to be expected in a problem which has been chosento be unsmooth|that is one in which high frequency components are important.As we suggested above, however, the visual agreement of the reconstructed signaland the original is quite good. Figures 6a and 6b are a plot of the deconvolvedG-source and a zoom-in on its central portion obtained by using the value of=h corresponding to the minimum of the relative error of Fig. 5. It is seen thatthe deconvolved signal reproduces the magnitude and location of the pulse quiteaccurately.To see how smoothness aects the reconstruction we applied the deconvolutionprocess to a somewhat smoother function, which we call C-source. Figures 7a, 7b
12and time and frequency series for C-source and its response correspondingly. Wecan observe that the high frequency content in this case is signicantly reduced inboth the source and the receiver series compared to the previous case. From Fig. 9we see that the minimum values attained by the relative error are also noticeablysmaller compared to the previous case.A number of deconvolutions were performed for the values of Log10(=h) fromthe interval of ( 6:5; 4:5). Figure 10 is a typical outcome of the deconvolution inthat region. The visual agreement between the actual source and the deconvolvedone in this case is excellent.To look at the inuence of white noise on the deconvolution process the latterwas added to the receiver series prior to the deconvolution. Figure 11 is a plotof the relative error as a function of Log10(=h) for the case of signal-to-white-noise ratio of the integrated eld intensities of 0dB. We can see that at this levelof white noise the relative error never comes close to the low values obtainedin the noiseless case. In fact, the lowest value obtained here is approximately10: 0:4 = 0:40. Nevertheless, the relative error stays at near its minimum for thevalues of Log10(=h) ranging over close to two orders of magnitude. Figure 12 isa plot of the recovered C-source corresponding to Log10(=h) at the minimum ofthe previous plot. Once again the location of the peak and its shape are matchedquite well.We proceed by repeating the above study for two cases of source functionsthat are broadband but not of a pulse type. In addition we slightly alter thesource-receiver geometry. At this time the source and receiver are both at thedepth of 10 meters and are 100 meters apart.Figures 13a and 13b are the impulse response and the modulus of its DFTfor the current source-receiver conguration. Figures 14a and 14b and 15a, 15brepresent the time and frequency series for H-source and its response correspond-ingly. It is easy to see that both are relatively broadband. Just as before, weobtain a curve of the dependence of the relative error on =h, which is displayedin Fig. 16. From this gure we observe that the lowest values of the relative errorare somewhat shallow, as was the case for G-source. We also see that the range ofvalues of =h for which the measure is close to its minimum is rather small. Weargue again that this discrepancy is caused by the fact that the relative weightof the high frequency components is relatively high for H-source, similar to thesituation for G-source (Fig. 4b).Using the value of =h corresponding to the minimum of the relative error weperform the deconvolution and obtain Figs. 17a, 17b, and 17c, which represent
Tikhonov{Phillips Regularization 13the three consequitive segments of the windowed source function. We see thatthe agreement between the actual source and the deconvolved one is quite goodinitially, but deteriorates toward the end.Next we repeat the computations for a source that is not quite as broadband.Figures 18a, 18b and and frequency series for I-source and its response correspond-ingly. It is obvious that the highest frequencies for this source and its responseare not as prominent as those for the previous source and its response.Figure 20 for the variation of the relative error as a function of Log(=h) seemsto again suggest that going with smoother source functions leads to improved de-convolution results over a wide range of values of =h. The plot of the deconvolvedseries for the value of Log(=h) corresponding to the minimum of the previousplot is dispayed on Figs. 21a, 21b, 21c. One can see that in this case the agreementbetween the actual source and the recovered one is excellent.Finally, we apply white noise to the receiver series generated by I-source priorto the deconvolution. While the deconvolution results for 0.0dB signal-to-white-noise ratio of the integrated intensities were acceptable, they were not as impres-sive as those for C-source with the same noise ratio. Therefore we increased theratio in this example to 6.0dB. Figure 22 is a plot of the relative error for thiscase. One can see here that the range of =h values for which the relative error isless than unity is over two orders in magnitude and is practically the same as thatfor C-source deconvolution and 0dB signal-to-white-noise ratio of the integratedintensities. Figures 23a, 23b, and 23c give the portions of the deconvolved seriesfor the case of the lowest relative error. Again, the agreement between the actualsource series and the deconvolved one seems quite noticeable.5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKWe have demonstrated how Tikhonov{Philips regularization can be applied to thedeconvolution of an acoustic source for a simple shallow water environment. Theadvantage of this method of deconvolution over those performed in the frequencydomain is twofold. First in problems requiring numerous deconvolutions of broad-band signals in multipath environments, i.e. those environments where the signaldoes not rapidly die o, computational eort can be saved by working with smallerwindows. Second, the fact that the matrix of the discrete problem is triangularand Toeplitz allows us to use Elden's algorithm to reduce the computations by afactor of n.The deconvolution results are better when the high frequency componentsof the source, i.e. the content of the frequencies in the vicinity of the Nyquist
14frequency, are smaller than the components at the lower frequencies.The sensitivity of the method to the variation of the regularization parameterwas tested in a number of examples. We found that in our applications the methodwas robust for a relatively wide range of the parameter values, even in the presenceof a substantial amount of white noise.It will be interesting in the future to test the deconvolution procedure in thepresence of noise that is not white. Of particular interest to us is the situationwhere the deconvolution has to be performed in the presence of the signal due tothe part of the source signal that occured prior to its current windowed portion.6 AcknowledgementsThe authors would like to express their gratitude to Michael Porter of NJIT forthe numerous consultations on his Fast Field Program. Our thanks also go toJohn Perkins of NRL for his e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Recovered G-Source (No Noise)
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Figure 23: a),b),c) - The three segments of the deconvolved I-source in the presenceof [ksignalk=kwhite noisek]2=6.0dB on the receiver.
